
THE GOLDEN ATOM STORY

(to all who have waited so patiently for so lonf)



MONEY TALKS; V® h0N’T, 

(or hardly, 

as Lonesome George would say);

BUT ANYWAY, you have a date WITH LYLDA
r.

(GOLDEN'ATOM, QF COURSE)

As ynn may have suspected,- what has..been delaying your date 
with Golden'Atom'has been its financial problem --the e*®*--pres- 
ent problem faced by an individual of Ordinary means in launch- 
lag a naw magazine. At least it's-n^w.insofar. b_
differs from'its original all sc fence-f-iot ion outlook when est 
lished in 1939, due to its.more general interests and the re
quirements of a printed format. ; It is -no longer merely a £ y’ 
it HAS to be a business venture, which;explains what may have 
seemed to you^an apparently needless delay. .

He thought, surely, it would'b< out before this time, but 
you .will see how money rears-its-ugly,.beautiful head, to del y 
the issue .when least expected. .<•?’• ■

Why the printed format, you. may ask,-when Golden Atom did 
so wbll when only a mimebgraphed magazine <n, its own **
of science fiction, afld. still so fondly referred to, from various

Well, of course,; it ail began with;veteran editor} Harold. 
-Uajrssy, and oour^prodding hin| to write 'that article of articles we 
hM always wanted, about .the very beginning o£ fiction,
long be*««a the days of, Amazing Storieo,. \Jhioh is still mistaKPJl- 
ly referred.'.t> a# the?ve’ryrWrsi; science fiction magazine. With 
such a choice, article in our, pjo.js's©ssii>®ir the ..Idea1 !bf another 
mimeo‘d Golden Atom., no .natter how good, soon faded from sight, 
even though we had bought'1 an-A 5* Di.pik machine ’expressly for 
that purpose. In its place dame the far dream of a beautifully 
printed Golden Atom, one to eventually go to many a library and - 
university in the country. It would-not only be uasd as a refer
ence becausp of the Hersey article, now that every library has 
“discovered” science fiction,, but also, because of an article 
describing the whole field in af manner not •'attempted before, and 
thus ultimately introducing Jiaxold's hrt-icle to a much larger

* audience than” Would otherwise- be possible. In. thik. way, the 
article'would achieve its-true status and significance in the 
mind of; a reader., even if he or -she had'never ^ardjpf scienc^. 
fiction or fantasy before. , 1

' *" ' ’ A ( , n. S , f;

It would be of interest to the'as well as ihe apti-^ap.
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The whole delay since has been a long-range plan to put 
such a printed magazine on a paying basis, from the very first 
issue,.if possible. Our initial estimates of cost ranged from 
400 tp‘50O?; dollarsIt all seemed so very feasible. The origi
nal plan was for fifty or sixty pages. But then, as the mater
ial was put into place, it w as. quickly evident that at least 
eighty pages would be needed. The total is now even higher. In 
addition, the number of photoengravings skyrocketed the price 
far beyond.;original;expectations. . . The bill for this alone, in
cluding the cover photos, (but less cover stock, which is $66.00 
more), has been .over $187.00; and as if this wasn’t enough, the 
printer had to increase his original estimate of price per page, 
due'to the finer paper and added Care photos would need.

Actually,* the difference between the old Golden Atom and 
the new, in respect to material,.is a matter of added awareness. 
The original.was meant to be mainly of interest to one with.,a 
background of the field; the new'Golden Atom has not lost sight 
of this, but 'is more . attentive to the person with more general 
interests, the map.next door to you, your co-worker, the reader 
who may be familiar with the name Philip Wylie as a debunker of-. 
Mickey'Spillane rather than as co-apthor of ’’When Worlds Col
lide.” The science^fiction content is slanted to be of such a 
nature as to interest most readers, whether by itself or through 
a suitable introduction.

While the original Golden Atom had for its background the 
element of wonder in science fiction, as illustrated so remark
ably in the first story written by Ray Cummings, "The Girl in’,t 
the Golden Atom,” of -191-9, the new Golden Atom, while not at all 
losing sight of this, is primarily concerned with the wonder of 
life, (even in the smallest things!), and with the inter-relat
ionship of fantasy and science fiction with the heart of life. 
But at any rate, science fiction is revealed, so that even the 
spirit of anticipation which is so much a part of the field is 
not overlooked. ;

It has been the thought of a new reader being introduced 
to science fiction through Golden Atom, (as we intend to adver- ' 
tise it outside the field), which has brought the price up to 
almost out of bounds. And it is this matter of cost which.has 
put our original deadline into the near future. For the fact 
is that GOLDEN ATOM IS ALL SET UP AND READY TO GO. The cover.is 
already printed, and you should see the attractive pastel-shade. 
All that is needed now is a certain amount for the printer.' He 
does a very good job,'but naturally it’s all on a cash basis. 
So far he.-has been paid $630.00, plus another $35.00 paid in our 
last visit.' In fact, total expenditures, as receipted for the 
past year,' have been $995.46besides-, a matter of $432.00 still 
owed. >■! . •. •.
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In conclusion, you my as well know about our chief fan
tasy. It is to sell at least a tenth as many copies of Golden 
Atom as are being sold of Hickey Spillane. If we could only 
make it as vivid on the public consciousness! (Any press 
agents interested?)

Certainly, if the books of Mickey Spillane are a synonym 
of contempt for humanity, as pointed out by Philip Wylie in 
the current issue of Good Housekeeping, Golden vtom with its 
theme of the wonder of life, (even in the smallest things!), 
would be a direct opposite. In fact, the picture of Lylda to 
our mind is one having a special Sunday appeal, one of friendliness and 
gayety, which is exactly the same feeling, we wish to transmit to the 
reader.

The far dream, of course, is to make Golden Atom a live, 
fascinating and ever-in-demand collectors* item.

?■ ..

FINIS

In the end, is it the scientist or the poet who achieves 
reality? The answer is, neither one but both together. - Paul 
H. Oehser, Smithsonian Institute.

When the artist is alive in any person, whatever the kind 
of wohk he may be doing, he becomes an inventive, searching, 
self-expressing creature. He often disturbs and upsets, but he 
enlightens and opens the way to better understanding. - Hrs. 
James P. Burlingham.
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